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Templates 25 

The three templates we propose (Tables S1-S3, also available at github.com/ocean-tracking-26 

network/biologging_standardization) include a non-exhaustive list of variables commonly 27 

required to understand a bio-logging dataset, currently focused mostly on positional tracking 28 

data and providing a starting point for other data types (e.g., physiology or accelerometry 29 

data). The same templates should be developed to include a full list of variables needed 30 

across all data types, with fields for all variables relevant to each specific data type being 31 

‘mandatory’ (e.g., pressure is mandatory for diving data but not for horizontal data). The use 32 

of controlled vocabularies is essential, and the templates we provide are also mapped against 33 

existing standards and schemas, including International Standards Organisation (ISO) 34 

standards, sensorML (created to describe sensor data, configurations and outputs), 35 

DarwinCore (conceived to describe biodiversity occurrence and the context of that 36 

occurrence), as well as Climate and Forecast conventions (cfconventions.org/Data/cf-37 

standard-names/72/build/cf-standard-name-table.html) with standards widely adopted in the 38 

Earth Science and ocean observing communities (see github.com/ocean-tracking-39 

network/biologging_standardization). 40 

 Standards and known specifications for time and date reporting are already well 41 

established and we recommend their use. Date and time should always be represented 42 

following the ISO 8601 Date and Time Specification (iso.org/iso-8601-date-and-time-43 

format.html). Standardisation of location data across manufacturers and companies is 44 

particularly relevant for transparency in estimating tracked locations and their errors. While 45 

published algorithms are often used to process data collected by the tag (Wilson et al. 1992; 46 

Teo et al. 2004), the calculation is commonly done by manufacturers or service companies. 47 

An array of fundamentally different and often undocumented methods have been employed 48 

resulting in differing resolutions in both space and time, as well as providing different (if any) 49 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization
http://cfconventions.org/Data/cf-standard-names/72/build/cf-standard-name-table.html
http://cfconventions.org/Data/cf-standard-names/72/build/cf-standard-name-table.html
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization
https://www.iso.org/iso-8601-date-and-time-format.html
https://www.iso.org/iso-8601-date-and-time-format.html
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measures of error. For example, light-based geolocation generally provides a location once or 50 

twice a day at a resolution of approximately one degree, but there are a number of methods 51 

that can be used to derive these location estimations (Lisovski et al. 2020). On the other hand, 52 

depending on satellite coverage which varies with latitude and animal behaviour, Argos 53 

satellites provide 10-30 locations per day that are calculated solely by CLS (Collecte 54 

Localisation Satellites; cls-telemetry.com) Argos (argos-system.org/support-and-help/faq-55 

localisation-argos). This calculation is done by measuring the Doppler change in transmission 56 

frequency with a minimum temporal delay of approximately 15 minutes (duration of the 57 

satellite pass) (Lisovski et al. 2020), with the location error information depending upon the 58 

estimation method requested by the researcher (least squares, Kalman filter, or Kalman filter 59 

and smoother) (Lopez et al. 2015). Standard GPS locations are high-resolution in time and 60 

space, but in addition there are a range of other methods of calculating locations by 61 

processing the pseudo-ranges from GPS satellites (e.g., Fastloc™, which can also be 62 

processed differently among manufacturers) or from tags using other Global Navigation 63 

Satellite Systems (GNSSs) such as Galileo and GLONASS. There are also other approaches 64 

emerging, including those using magnetic fields and ocean thermal structure (Shaffer et al. 65 

2005; Domeier 2008; Skomal et al. 2009; Merkel et al. 2016). With all of the different types 66 

of calculated location data, location estimates are typically reduced to single location points 67 

at precise times for ease of visualising movement trajectories. These locations should be 68 

reported following ISO 6709:2008 for the standard representation of geographic point 69 

location by coordinates, which includes WGS84 decimal degrees using -180° – 180° E and W 70 

and -90° – 90° N and S (Campbell et al. 2016). However, an explicit description of the 71 

location error should always be reported to allow representation of the estimated locations as 72 

a probability distribution (Frair et al. 2010). Manufacturers must ensure that the default 73 

(March 2012 onward) CLS Argos error ellipse information is provided, including the semi-74 

http://www.argos-system.org/support-and-help/faq-localisation-argos/
http://www.argos-system.org/support-and-help/faq-localisation-argos/
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major and semi-minor axis lengths in metres and ellipse orientation in decimal degrees using 75 

0–180 from North. 76 

For vertical movement, depth and altitude data need to be standardised against a zero 77 

reference datum. Standards already exist for EPSGEO UPS and zero-offset correction 78 

considering descending as positive versus negative values (Luque & Fried 2011). However, it 79 

is challenging to define what is 0-depth (i.e., ocean-atmosphere interface) across multiple 80 

datasets. Also defining a ‘reference depth’ from which diving behaviour is defined to 81 

commence is different across species. For example, for marine air-breathing animals that 82 

need to break the sea surface for breathing, 0-depth might be appropriate, but for other 83 

species that do not reliably surface, such as sharks, pelagic rays or fish, a useful ‘reference 84 

depth’ might be different, e.g., 10 m deep (Thums et al. 2012). Similarly, how pressure data 85 

are provided is an important consideration, and units need to be standardised. Pressure is 86 

sometimes reported in decibar or in “meters of freshwater” (m) and at a specific temperature. 87 

Calibration is done in freshwater so the appropriate corrections can be applied for local 88 

density (e.g., fresh, brackish or “standard” open ocean water). We recommend that pressure 89 

data include uncertainty and are reported in dbar according to CF metadata convention. When 90 

using CTD tags (Treasure et al. 2017), it is important to know how conductivity is translated 91 

to salinity by the manufacturer. In this context, knowing the calibration process and sensor 92 

specifications is paramount, and should be included in the metadata provided by the 93 

manufacturer. In cases where (simultaneous) three-dimensional data are provided by the 94 

tracking device (e.g., accelerometry tags), data for the three axes (x, y, z) should always be 95 

available. The same applies to information about what is in the raw data from the three-axis 96 

sensor calibration test (Shepard et al. 2008) and about the sensor drift. Although here, we 97 

focus specifically on movement data (horizontal and vertical behaviour), a similar level of 98 

detail needs to be defined for the different sensor data collected by bio-logging tags. 99 
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We emphasise the importance of using unique IDs for each physical tag 100 

(‘InstrumentID’), each animal tagged (‘OrganismID’), and each individual deployment 101 

(‘DeploymentID’), which is essential information that should be provided in the metadata 102 

templates (Tables S1 and S2). Such IDs will be particularly important when multiple devices 103 

are used simultaneously on a single individual, for example, to record diving profiles and 104 

horizontal movement, or when tags are re-used at different times on the same animals. To 105 

guarantee the uniqueness of OrganismID used, we suggest that Darwin Core guidelines 106 

(dwc.tdwg.org/terms/#dwc:organismID) could be used to assign a unique-per-animal ID code 107 

with a URN (Uniform Resource Name) notation that is adopted across national and 108 

international data centres. Because researchers will have the best knowledge of the natural 109 

history of the animals and how the tracking devices were deployed and collected, we suggest 110 

that researchers should also provide critical information about the start and end of tracks, 111 

specific periods where data are not useful to understand movement (e.g., location estimates 112 

for turtles nesting), and of outliers (e.g., positions beyond realistic speed of travel that can be 113 

removed using a speed filter) as part of the information provided to the Deployment Metadata 114 

template. The speed for filtering could also be pre-defined, for example for each species or 115 

order, as done in existing repositories. For example, Birdlife.org, uses 27.7 m/s for 116 

Procellariiformes, 6 m/s for Sphenisciformes. 117 

When collecting data other than horizontal and vertical movements, additional 118 

information might be needed to ensure that data are correctly understood. For example, for 119 

CTD data, the time difference between sub-surface in situ measurements and the transmission 120 

time at the surface (i.e., the time stamp of the dive profile) is required when matching vertical 121 

and horizontal data. In this case, locations are usually assigned to the estimated depths by 122 

interpolating the positions along a line between the previous and next known location 123 

estimates. However, they could be reported with location error distribution where available, 124 

https://dwc.tdwg.org/terms/#dwc:organismID
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providing an estimate of uncertainty for the associated horizontal location. When collecting 125 

physiological data, important information regarding units, resolution, and precision of 126 

variables is required. For example, the information needed to convert percent oxygen 127 

saturation to pO2 needs to be made available and should be provided as supplementary data. 128 

When providing three-dimensional data (e.g., acceleration), researchers need to provide a 129 

frame of reference for the angles reported (or alternatively the method used to deduce 130 

attachment angles) (Kawatsu et al. 2010), where the tag was on the animal, as well as the 131 

details about tag calibration (which should, ideally, be available for all of the tags’ on-board 132 

sensors). The metadata templates should specifically include these fields for standardised 133 

reporting, as well as fields to report low pass (orientation) and high pass (e.g., counts of tail 134 

beats or jerks) elements of the data collected. 135 

  136 
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NetCDF 137 

We followed the specifications defined in the nc-eTAG format (Tsontos, Arms & Lam 2020), 138 

including specification of metadata as ‘groups’ and using standardised controlled 139 

vocabularies compliant with the Climate Forecast (CF) metadata.  Below we include a 140 

template for sections of a standardised Common DATA Language (CDL) that can be used to 141 

create a netCDF file based on the templates we provide here (and on our GitHub page: 142 

github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization (‘CDL_General Template 143 

with all variables from device and metadata templates.cdl’). A specific example for which 144 

sections to use when preparing a netCDF for a specific dataset is also in our GitHub page  145 

using the blue shark dataset from Camrin et al (2019) as example. 146 

 147 

netcdf test_telemetry { 148 
 149 
dimensions:   150 
        time = unlimited; // based on the number of records in the tag  151 
  str_len = 6;  152 
 153 
variables: 154 
 char trajectory(str_len); 155 
  string trajectory:cf_role = "trajectory_id[e]";  156 
 157 
double time(time); 158 
        string time:long_name = "Timestamp of data point"; 159 
        string time:standard_name = "time"; 160 
        string time:units = "seconds since 1970-01-01T00:00:00Z"; 161 
        string time:axis = "T"; 162 
        string time:comment = "Datetime in UTC yyyy-MM-ddTHH:mm:ssZ"; 163 
        string time:coverage_content_type = "coordinate"; 164 
         165 
double latitude(time); 166 
        string latitude:long_name = "Latitude of data point"; 167 
        string latitude:standard_name = "latitude"; 168 
        string latitude:units = "degrees_north";   169 
        string latitude:axis = "Y";       170 
        double latitude:_FillValue = -999999; // applies to any type of data if there is a chance 171 
we have a ‘null’ 172 
        double latitude:valid_max = 90; 173 
        double latitude:valid_min = -90; 174 
        string latitude:ancillary_variables = "argosErrorRadius";  175 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization
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        string latitude:coverage_content_type = "coordinate"; 176 
 177 
double longitude(time); 178 
        string longitude:long_name = "Longitude of data point"; 179 
        string longitude:standard_name = "longitude"; 180 
        string longitude:units = "degrees_east";       181 
        string longitude:axis = "X"; 182 
        double longitude:_FillValue = -999999; 183 
        double longitude:valid_max = 180; 184 
        double longitude:valid_min = -180; 185 
        string longitude:ancillary_variables = "argosErrorRadius"; 186 
        string longitude:coverage_content_type = "coordinate"; 187 
         188 
char argosLC_qc(time); 189 
        string argosLC_qc:long_name = "Argos location quality class for positions retrieved 190 
from ARGOS"; 191 
        string argosLC_qc:standard_name = "argosLC"; 192 
        string argosLC_qc:flag_values = "G, 3, 2, 1, 0, A, B, Z"; 193 
        string argosLC_qc:flag_meanings = "<100m <250m 250-500m 500-1500m >1500m 194 
unestimated3messages unestimated2messages invalidlocations"; 195 
        string argosLC_qc:comment = "Argos location error/quality codes from  196 
http://www.argos-system.org/manual/3-location/34_location_classes.htm"; 197 
        string argosLC_qc:coverage_content_type = "qualityInformation"; 198 
         199 
double argosErrorRadius(time); 200 
        string argosErrorRadius:long_name = "Error radius for location provided by 201 
CLS/Argos."; 202 
        string argosErrorRadius:standard_name = "argosErrorRadius"; 203 
        double argosErrorRadius:_FillValue = -999999; // use same fill value across variables 204 
        string argosErrorRadius:units = "meters"; 205 
        string argosErrorRadius:coverage_content_type = "qualityInformation"; 206 
         207 
double argosSemiMajor(time); 208 
        string argosSemiMajor:long_name = "Length of semi-major axis of error ellipse 209 
provided by CLS/Argos. Defaults to NA if Least-Squares Data."; 210 
        string argosSemiMajor:standard_name = "argosSemiMajor"; 211 
        double argosSemiMajor:_FillValue = -999999; 212 
        string argosSemiMajor:units = "meters"; 213 
        string argosSemiMajor:coverage_content_type = "qualityInformation"; 214 
         215 
double argosSemiMinor(time); 216 
        string argosSemiMinor:long_name = "Length of semi-minor axis of error ellipse 217 
provided by CLS/Argos. Defaults to NA if Least-Squares Data."; 218 
        string argosSemiMinor:standard_name = "argosSemiMinor"; 219 
        double argosSemiMinor:_FillValue = -999999; 220 
        string argosSemiMinor:units = "meters"; 221 
        string argosSemiMinor:coverage_content_type = "qualityInformation"; 222 
         223 
double argosOrientation(time); 224 
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        string argosOrientation:long_name = "Orientation of error ellipse provided by 225 
CLS/Argos."; 226 
        string argosOrientation:standard_name = "argosOrientation"; 227 
        double argosOrientation:_FillValue = -999999; 228 
        string argosOrientation:units = "degrees from North"; 229 
        string argosOrientation:coverage_content_type = "qualityInformation"; 230 
 231 
double argosGDOP(time); 232 
        string argosGDOP:long_name = "Geometric Dilution of Precision provided by 233 
CLS/Argos."; 234 
        string argosGDOP:standard_name = "argosGDOP"; 235 
        double argosGDOP:_FillValue = -999999; 236 
        string argosGDOP:units = "m/Hz"; 237 
        string argosGDOP:coverage_content_type = "qualityInformation"; 238 
         239 
int gpsSatelliteCount(time);  240 
        string gpsSatelliteCount:long_name = "The number of satellites used to estimate 241 
location (rapid acquisition GPS)."; 242 
  string gpsSatelliteCount:standard_name = "gpsSatelliteCount"; 243 
  int    gpsSatelliteCount:_FillValue = " -999";  244 
  string gpsSatelliteCount:units = "number of satellites[i]";  245 
  string gpsSatelliteCount:coverage_content_type = "qualityInformation"; 246 
 247 
float residualsGPS(time);  248 
        string residualsGPS:long_name = "Measure of how well the solution provided for the 249 
location estimate matched the observed data[j]."; 250 
        string residualsGPS:standard_name = "residualsGPS"; 251 
        float  residualsGPS:_FillValue = -999999; 252 
        string residualsGPS:units = "[k][l]percentage";  253 
        string residualsGPS:coverage_content_type = "qualityInformation"; 254 
 255 
double external_temperature(time); 256 
        string external_temperature:long_name = "In situ temperature measured by instrument 257 
(can be used to correct geolocation positions). Associated with depth in Depth GLS"; 258 
  string external_temperature:standard_name = "temperatureGLS"; 259 
        string external_temperature:units = "degrees Celsius"; 260 
        double external_temperature:_FillValue = -999999; 261 
        double external_temperature:valid_max = 30.646; 262 
        double external_temperature:valid_min = 20.355; 263 
        string external_temperature:coordinates = "time latitude longitude depth"; 264 
        string external_temperature:coverage_content_type = "physicalMeasurement"; 265 
 266 
double depthGLS(time); 267 
        string depthGLS:long_name = "Depth of the in situ temperature measurements taken 268 
and recorded in temperatureGLS field."; 269 
        string depthGLS:standard_name = "depth"; 270 
        string depthGLS:units = "m"; 271 
        string depthGLS:axis = "Z"; 272 
        string depthGLS:positive = "down"; 273 
        double depthGLS:_FillValue = -999999; 274 
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        double depthGLS:valid_max = 563.639; //replace with the maximum depth in the data 275 
        double depthGLS:valid_min = 0.0; 276 
        string depthGLS:coverage_content_type = "coordinate"; 277 
 278 
double sensorI(time); 279 
        string sensorI:long_name = "Measurement taken by Sensor I at this time and location."; 280 
        string sensorI:standard_name = "sensorIMeasurement"; 281 
        string sensorI:type = " "; //e.g. temperature 282 
        string sensorI:units = " "; //e.g. Degrees Celsius 283 
        string sensorI:coordinates = "time latitude longitude trajectory"; // For tags that collect 284 
depth, depth should be included as a coordinate.  285 
        double sensorI:_FillValue = -999999; 286 
        double sensorI:valid_max = 45; 287 
        double sensorI:valid_min = 0.0; 288 
        string sensorI:coverage_content_type = "physicalMeasurement"; 289 
 290 
double sensorII(time); 291 
        string sensorII:long_name = "Measurement taken by Sensor II at this time and 292 
location."; 293 
        string sensorII:standard_name = "sensorIMeasurement"; 294 
        string sensorII:type = " "; //e.g. chl-a 295 
        string sensorII:units = " "; // e.g., mg m-3  296 
        string sensorII:coordinates = "time latitude longitude depth trajectory";  297 
  double sensorII:_FillValue = -999999; 298 
        double sensorII:valid_max = 563.63952; 299 
        double sensorII:valid_min = 0.0; 300 
        string sensorII:coverage_content_type = "physicalMeasurement"; 301 
 302 
 303 
// Global attributes: 304 
    // CF-ACDD global attributes:  305 
     string :Conventions = "CF-1.7, ACDD 1.3, COARDS"; 306 
     string :Metadata_Conventions = "Unidata Dataset Discovery v1.3"; 307 
     string :featureType = "trajectory"; 308 
     string :cdm_data_type = "Trajectory"; 309 
     string :nodc_template_version = "NODC_NetCDF_Trajectory_Template_v2.0"; 310 
     string :standard_name_vocabulary = "CF Standard Name Table v27[p]"; 311 
     string :title = "Animal telemetry archival tag netCDF template"; 312 
     string :source = "atn.noaa.gov"; 313 
     string :platform = ""; // Fill with species latin name 314 
     string :instrument = ""; // Fill with instrument type 315 
     string :uuid = ""; 316 
     string :id = "";   // Dataset DOI 317 
     string :metadata_link = ""; // Web link to where data are available 318 
     string :references = ""; // Full publication reference 319 
     string :sea_name = ""; // Geographical area (e.g., Pacific) 320 
     string :naming_authority = ""; 321 
     string :time_coverage_start = "2014-08-07T07:33:30"; // Change to relevant date 322 
keeping the format 323 
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     string :time_coverage_end = "2014-08-31T00:00:00"; // Change to relevant date 324 
keeping the format 325 
     string :time_coverage_resolution = "";  // Change to time interval of data accordingly 326 
     double :geospatial_lat_min = 9.9089; // Change to relevant coordinate value 327 
     double :geospatial_lat_max = 30.6395; // Change to relevant coordinate value 328 
     string :geospatial_lat_units = "degrees_north"; 329 
     string :geospatial_lat_resolution = "0.1 degree"; // Change to relevant resolution 330 
     double :geospatial_lon_min = -127.43765; // Change to relevant coordinate value 331 
     double :geospatial_lon_max = -118.48636; // Change to relevant coordinate value 332 
     string :geospatial_lon_units = "degrees_east"; 333 
     string :geospatial_lon_resolution = "0.1 degree"; // Change to relevant resolution 334 
     double :geospatial_vertical_min = 500.000; // Change to relevant coordinate value 335 
     double :geospatial_vertical_max = 0.000; // Change to relevant coordinate value 336 
     string :geospatial_vertical_units = "m"; 337 
     string :geospatial_vertical_resolution = "10 meters"; // Change to relevant resolution 338 
     string :creator_type = ""; // e.g., institution 339 
     string :creator_institution = "";  340 
     string :creator_email = ""; 341 
     string :creator_name = ""; 342 
     string :creator_role = ""; // e.g. Researcher 343 
     string :institution = ""; 344 
     string :publisher_name = ""; 345 
     string :publisher_type = ""; 346 
     string :publisher_email = ""; 347 
     string :publisher_url = ""; 348 
     string :project = ""; 349 
     string :processing_level = ""; 350 
     string :keywords_vocabulary = "";  // Add keyword citation as necessary 351 
     string :keywords = ""; 352 
     string :acknowledgement = ""; //e.g., Funding provided by... grant number XXX 353 
     string :date_created = "2019-09-18T13:53:21"; // Change to relevant date keeping the 354 
format 355 
     string :date_modified = "2019-09-18T13:53:21"; // Change to relevant date keeping 356 
the format 357 
     string :date_issued = "2019-09-18T13:53:21"; // Change to relevant date keeping the 358 
format 359 
     string :date_metadata_modified = "2019-09-18T13:53:21"; // Change to relevant date 360 
keeping the format 361 
     string :program = ""; 362 
     string :product_version = ""; 363 
     string :license = ""; 364 
     string :summary = ""; // Brief summary describing the data contents 365 
 366 
group: biologging standardization data { 367 
 368 
group: device_metadata { 369 
  string :instrumentID = " "; 370 
        string :instrumentType = ""; 371 
        string :instrumentModel = ""; 372 
        string :instrumentManufacturer = ""; 373 
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        string :instrumentSerialNumber = ""; 374 
                } 375 
 376 
group: horizontal_sensors {         377 
        string :trackingDevice = ""; 378 
        double :uplinkInterval = ""; 379 
        string :uplinkInvervalUnits = ""; 380 
                } 381 
         382 
group: vertical_sensors {         383 
        string :unitsReported = "m"; 384 
        double :resolution = "30"; 385 
        double :lowerSensorDetectionLimit = " "; 386 
  double :upperSensorDetectionLimit = " "; 387 
  double :sensorPrecision = " "; 388 
  double :sensorSamplingFrequency = " "; // in Hz 389 
  string :sensorDutyCycling = " "; 390 
  double :uplinkInterval = "30"; 391 
        string :uplinkInvervalUnits = "seconds"; 392 
        string :sensorCalibrationDate = " "; 393 
        string :sensorCalibrationDetails = " "; 394 
                } 395 
 396 
group: environmental_sensors { 397 
  string :sensorType = " "; 398 
  string :sensorManufacturer = " "; 399 
  string :sensorModel = " ";         400 
        string :unitsReported = "degrees Celsius";  401 
        double :lowerSensorDetectionLimit = " "; 402 
  double :upperSensorDetectionLimit = " "; 403 
  double :sensorPrecision = " "; 404 
  double :sensorSamplingFrequency =" "; // in Hz 405 
  string :sensorDutyCycling =""; 406 
  string :sensorCalibrationDate = " "; 407 
        string :sensorCalibrationDetails = " "; 408 
                } 409 
  410 
group: physiological_sensors { 411 
  string :sensorType = " "; 412 
  string :sensorManufacturer = " "; 413 
  string :sensorModel = " ";         414 
        string :unitsReported = "degrees Celsius";  415 
        double :lowerSensorDetectionLimit = " "; 416 
  double :upperSensorDetectionLimit = " "; 417 
  double :sensorPrecision = " "; 418 
  double :sensorSamplingFrequency = " "; // in Hz 419 
  string :sensorDutyCycling = " "; 420 
        double :uplinkInterval = "30"; 421 
  string :uplinkInvervalUnits = "seconds"; 422 
                } 423 
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 424 
group: accelerometry_sensors { 425 
  string :sensorManufacturer = " "; 426 
  string :sensorModel = " "; 427 
  string :axes = " "; //categorical, in combinations of x,y,z 428 
        string :unitsReported = "degrees Celsius";  429 
        double :lowerSensorDetectionLimit = " "; 430 
  double :upperSensorDetectionLimit = " "; 431 
  double :sensorPrecision = " "; 432 
  double :sensorSamplingFrequency =" "; // in Hz 433 
  string :sensorDutyCycling =" "; 434 
                } 435 
         436 
 } 437 
                 438 
group: deployment_metadata {         439 
string :deploymentID = " "; 440 
 441 
group: instrument_metadata { 442 
  string :instrumentID = " "; 443 
  string :instrumentType = " ";         444 
  string :instrumentModel = " "; 445 
        string :instrumentManufacturer = " "; 446 
        string :instrumentSerialNumber = " "; 447 
        string :trackingDevice = " "; 448 
        double :uplinkInterval = " "; 449 
        double :ptt = " "; 450 
        string :transmissionSettings = " "; 451 
        string :transmissionMode = " "; 452 
        string :dutyCycle = " "; 453 
        string :instrumentSettings = " "; 454 
} 455 
group: Movement metadata { 456 
        string :deploymentDateTime = " "; 457 
        double :deploymentLatitude = " "; 458 
        double :deploymentLongitude = " "; 459 
        string :deploymentEndType = " "; 460 
        double :detachmentDateTime = " "; 461 
        string :detachmentDetails = " "; 462 
        double :detachmentLatitude = " "; 463 
        double :detachmentLongitude = " "; 464 
        string :trackStartTime = " "; 465 
        double :trackStartLatitude = " "; 466 
        double :trackStartLongitude = " "; 467 
        string :trackEndTime = "" ; 468 
        double :trackEndLatitude = "" ; 469 
        double :sunElevationAngle = ""; 470 
        }         471 
 472 
group: organism_metadata { 473 
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        string :scientificName = ""; 474 
        string :scientificNameSource = ""; 475 
        string :commonName = " ";   476 
        string :organismSex = " "; 477 
        double :organismWeightAtDeployment = " "; 478 
        double :organismWeightRemeasurement = " "; 479 
        string :organismWeightRemeasurementTime = " "; 480 
        double :organismSize = "" ; 481 
        string :organismSizeMeasurementType = " "; 482 
        string :organismSizeMeasurementTime = " "; 483 
        string :organismAgeReproductiveClass = " "; 484 
        string :trappingMethodDetails = " "; 485 
        string :attachmentMethods = " "; 486 
  string :argosFilterMethod = " ";         487 
        } 488 
 489 
group: environmental_data_calibration { 490 
        string :calibrationsDone = ""; 491 
        string :qcDone = ""; 492 
        string :qcProblemsFound =""; 493 
        string :qcNotes =""; 494 
  } 495 
 496 
group: physiological_data_calibration { 497 
        string :calibrationsDone = ""; 498 
        string :qcDone = ""; 499 
        string :qcProblemsFound =""; 500 
        string :qcNotes =""; 501 
  } 502 
 503 
group: accelerometry_data_calibration { 504 
        string :positionOfAccelerometerOnOrganism = ""; 505 
        string :orientationOfAccelerometerOnOrganism = ""; 506 
  string :calibrationsDone = ""; 507 
        string :qcDone = ""; 508 
        string :qcProblemsFound =""; 509 
        string :qcNotes =""; 510 
  } 511 
 512 
group: other_data { 513 
  string :ownerName[q] = ""; 514 
        string :ownerEmailContact = " "; 515 
                string :ownerInstitutionalContact = ""; 516 
                string :ownerPhoneContact = "";[r] 517 
                string :license = ""; 518 
                string :otherRelevantIdentifiers = ""; 519 
                string :otherDataTypesAssociatedWithDeployment = ""; 520 
                string :references = ""; 521 
                } 522 
 }} 523 
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Table S1: Device metadata template 524 

Metadata describing instrument specifications and included sensors, such as those providing horizontal, vertical, environmental, physiological, 525 

and accelerometry data. The Device metadata template is to be completed by the instrument manufacturer and should be provided to the 526 

researcher using the device or, in cases where data uploading to a compliant repository is done directly by the manufacturer, should be uploaded 527 

with the data. All attributes are mandatory, but fields can be “unknown” or “NA” if data do not exist or are not applicable to a specific device. 528 

Sensor metadata can be repeated for any number of separate sensors on a device, with separate sensors assigned Roman numerals (Sensor I, 529 

Sensor II, Sensor III, etc.). ISO: International Organization for Standardization. Refer to github.com/ocean-tracking-530 

network/biologging_standardization for details on each attribute name. 531 

Attribute Description Standard Format 

InstrumentID Unique instrument ID. Can be the instrument serial number, or 
other similar identification system used by the manufacturer. 

 

alpha-numerical, e.g. 
“09A0178” 

Instrument specifications 

instrumentType 

Type of instrument deployed (e.g. archival, Argos, GSM, radio 
telemetry, rapid-acquisition GPS, acoustic tag, acoustic 
receiver). 

 categorical, e.g. “Argos” 

instrumentModel Name of specific instrument model deployed.  string, e.g. “Mk10” 

instrumentManufacturer 

Manufacturer of the instrument (e.g. Wildlife Computers, 
SMRU, Lotek, Little Leonardo). 

 string, e.g. “Wildlife 
Computers” 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/instrumentType.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/instrumentModel.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/instrumentManufacturer.md
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instrumentSerialNumber Serial number of instrument deployed.  alpha-numerical, e.g. 
“09A0178” 

Horizontal sensors 

trackingDevice 

Type of tracking technology used (e.g. Argos, fast-acquisition 
GPS, GLS, acoustic). 

 categorial, e.g. “Argos” 

uplinkInterval Interval of time between two consecutive message dispatches.  Numerical 

uplinkIntervalUnits Unit of uplink interval reported.  Seconds 

Vertical sensors 

unitsReported Unit of altitude/depth reported.  string, e.g. “meters” 

resolution 

Resolution of altitude/depth measurements in same unit 
specified for vertical sensor. 

 numerical, e.g. “0.1” 

lowerSensorDetectionLimit 

Lower detection limit for sensor in same unit specified for 
sensor. 

 numerical e.g. “5” 

upperSensorDetectionLimit 

Upper detection limit for sensor in same unit specified for 
sensor. 

 numerical e.g. “2500” 

sensorPrecision Sensor precision in same unit specified for sensor.  numerical e.g. “+/- 0.01” 

sensorSamplingFrequency How often the sensor records a measurement.  Numerical in Hz 

sensorDutyCycling Description of any duty cycling assigned to sensor.  
string, e.g. "records data 
only on deepest dive in 6 hr 
period" 

sensorCalibrationDate Date when sensor calibration was done. ISO-8601 Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/instrumentSerialNumber.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/trackingDevice.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/uplinkInterval.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/unitsReported.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/resolution.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/lowerSensorDetectionLimit.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/upperSensorDetectionLimit.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorPrecision.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorSamplingFrequency.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorDutyCycling.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorCalibrationDate.md
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e.g. “2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

sensorCalibrationDetails 

Full definition of the calibration done through addition of a link 
to where the data and/or methods are described (e.g. peer-
reviewed publication). 

 DOI or URL 

Environmental sensors 

sensorType 

Type of sensor contained in instrument (e.g. thermistor, 
induction cell, conductivity cell, fluorometer, optode). 

 categorical, e.g. 
“fluorometer” 

sensorManufacturer 

Name of the manufacturer of the sensor (may or may not be the 
same as the instrument manufacturer). 

 string, e.g. “Valeport” 

sensorModel Name of specific sensor model.  string, e.g. “Cyclops 7” 

unitsReported Unit of oceanographic variable reported.  string, e.g. “degrees C” 

lowerSensorDetectionLimit 

Lower detection limit for sensor in same unit specified for 
sensor. 

 numerical e.g. “-2” 

upperSensorDetectionLimit 

Upper detection limits for sensor in same unit specified for 
sensor. 

 numerical e.g. “35” 

sensorPrecision Sensor precision in same unit specified for sensor.  numerical e.g. “+/- 0.01” 

sensorSamplingFrequency How often the sensor records a measurement.  Numercial in Hz 

sensorDutyCycling Description of any duty cycling assigned to sensor.  
string, e.g. "records data 
only on deepest dive in 6 hr 
period" 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorCalibrationDetails.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorType.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorManufacturer.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorModel.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/unitsReported.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/lowerSensorDetectionLimit.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/upperSensorDetectionLimit.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorPrecision.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorSamplingFrequency.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorDutyCycling.md
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sensorCalibrationDate Date when sensor calibration was done. ISO-8601 

Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, 
e.g. “2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

sensorCalibrationDetails 

Full definition of the calibration done through addition of a link 
to where the data and/or methods are described (e.g. peer-
reviewed publication). 

 DOI or URL 

Physiological sensors 

sensorType 

Type of sensor in instrument (e.g. heart oxygen probe, blood 
oxygen probe). 

 string, e.g. “heart rate 
monitor” 

sensorManufacturer 

Name of the manufacturer of the sensor (may or may not be the 
same as the instrument manufacturer). 

 string 

sensorModel Name of specific sensor model.  string 

unitsReported Unit of physiological variable reported.  categorical 

lowerSensorDetectionLimit 

Lower detection limit for sensor in same unit specified for 
sensor. 

 numerical 

upperSensorDetectionLimit 

Upper detection limit for sensor in same unit specified for 
sensor. 

 numerical 

sensorPrecision Sensor precision in same unit specified for sensor.  numerical 

sensorSamplingFrequency How often the sensor records a measurement.  Numerical in Hz 

sensorDutyCycling Description of any duty cycling assigned to sensor.  
string, e.g. "records data 
only on deepest dive in 6 hr 
period" 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorCalibrationDate.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorCalibrationDetails.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorType.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorManufacturer.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorModel.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/unitsReported.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/lowerSensorDetectionLimit.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/upperSensorDetectionLimit.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorPrecision.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorSamplingFrequency.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorDutyCycling.md
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sensorCalibrationDate Date when sensor calibration was done. ISO-8601 

Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, 
e.g. “2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

sensorCalibrationDetails 

Full definition of the calibration done through addition of a link 
to where the data and/or methods are described (e.g., peer-
reviewed publication). 

 DOI or URL 

Accelerometry sensors 

sensorManufacturer 

Name of the manufacturer of the sensor (may or may not be the 
same as the instrument manufacturer). 

 string, e.g. “Little 
Leonardo” 

sensorModel Name of specific sensor model.  string 

axes Axes in which acceleration is logged.  Categorical (combinations 
of x, y, and z) 

unitsReported Unit of physiological variable reported.  categorical 

lowerSensorDetectionLimit 

Lower detection limit for sensor in same unit specified for 
sensor. 

 numerical 

upperSensorDetectionLimit 

Upper detection limit for sensor in same unit specified for 
sensor. 

 numerical 

sensorPrecision Sensor precision in same unit specified for sensor.  numerical 

sensorSamplingFrequency How often the sensor records a measurement.  Numerical in Hz 

sensorDutyCycling Description of any duty cycling assigned to sensor.  
string, e.g. "records data 
only on deepest dive in 6 hr 
period" 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorCalibrationDate.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorCalibrationDetails.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorManufacturer.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorModel.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/axes.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/unitsReported.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/lowerSensorDetectionLimit.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/upperSensorDetectionLimit.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorPrecision.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorSamplingFrequency.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorDutyCycling.md
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sensorCalibrationDate Date when sensor calibration was done. ISO-8601 

Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, 
e.g. “2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

sensorCalibrationDetails 

Full definition of the calibration done through addition of a link 
to where the data and/or methods are described (e.g., peer-
reviewed publication). 

 DOI or URL 

 532 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorCalibrationDate.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorCalibrationDetails.md
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Table S2. Deployment metadata template 533 

Deployment information including instrument settings, organism metadata, and tagging procedures. The Deployment metadata template is to be 534 

completed by the researcher and uploaded to a compliant repository alongside the data, as well as the Device metadata template provided by the 535 

manufacturer. All attributes are mandatory, but fields can be “unknown” or “NA” if data do not exist or are not applicable. Organism weight can 536 

be measured at instrument deployment and remeasured once if applicable; up to three size measurement fields can be reported, and will vary 537 

depending on the animal. For example, for a shark they might be pre-caudal length, fork length, and total length, for a pinniped: standard length, 538 

curve length, axillary girth, and for a turtle: curved carapace length, straight carapace length. ITIS: Integrated Taxonomic Information System 539 

(itis.gov), CF: Climate and Forecast Metadata Conventions, ACDD: Attribute Conventions for Data Discovery, ISO: International Organization 540 

for Standardization. Refer to github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization for details on each attribute name. 541 

Attribute Description Standard Format 

DeploymentID Unique identifier for single deployment of device. 
  

Instrument metadata 

instrumentID 

Unique instrument ID. Can be the instrument serial number, or 
other similar identification system used by the manufacturer. 

 alpha-numerical, e.g. 
“09A0178” 

ptt Platform Transmitter Terminal for Argos transmission.  numerical, e.g. “178937” 

https://www.itis.gov/
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/instrumentID.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/ptt.md
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transmissionSettings Step duration and location uplink limit (can add rows if needed)  
String with duration in 
hours, followed by number 
of messages e.g. “24 hours, 
200 messages” 

transmissionMode 

User-defined conditions for entering and exiting power-saving 
mode (i.e. slower sampling rate) and transmission control, if 
applicable. 

 

Time settings in minutes 
e.g. “Haul-Out state 
entered after 10 
consecutive dry minutes 
(40 seconds/minute), 
exited if wet for 30 
seconds/minute” OR 
“disabled” 

dutyCycle 

Detailed instrument settings defined in a file (e.g. Wildlife 
Computers Report, htm file/URL, or screenshot of tag settings). 

 
String e.g. "PTT active 12 
hours, followed by 6 hours 
sleep-mode" 

instrumentSettings 

Attach a file with detailed instrument settings (eg. Wildlife 
Computers Report .htm file or screenshot of tag settings). 

 File (.htm, .pdf) 

Movement metadata 

deploymentDateTime Timestamp the instrument was deployed on the organism. ISO-8601 

Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT 
HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, eg. 
“2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/transmissionSettings.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/transmissionMode.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/dutyCycle.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/instrumentSettings.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/deploymentDateTime.md
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deploymentLatitude Latitude in decimal degrees of instrument deployment. ISO 
6709:2008 

Decimal degrees north, -
90.0000 to 90.0000 

deploymentLongitude Longitude in decimal degrees of instrument deployment. ISO 
6709:2008 

Decimal degrees east, -
180.0000 to 180.0000 

deploymentEndType 

Classification of instrument deployment end, i.e. what ended 
the collection of usable data, which may or may not be tag 
removal. 

Movebank Categorical (e.g. removal, 
equipment failure, fall off) 

detachmentDateTime 

Timestamp the instrument was recovered or otherwise detached 
from the organism (if known). ISO-8601 

Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT 
HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, eg. 
“2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

detachmentDetails 

Brief description of recovery/detachment if known (e.g., caught 
in fisheries, recaptured animal, predetermined detachment). 

 String in sentence case 
(e.g., caught in fisheries) 

detachmentLatitude 

Latitude in decimal degrees of instrument recovery/detachment 
from organism (if known). 

ISO 
6709:2008 

Decimal degrees north, -
90.0000 to 90.0000 

detachmentLongitude 

Longitude in decimal degrees of instrument 
recovery/detachment from organism (if known). 

ISO 
6709:2008 

Decimal degrees east, -
180.0000 to 180.0000 

trackStartTime 

Timestamp at which organism track starts if different from 
deployment time. ISO-8601 

Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT 
HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, eg. 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/deploymentLatitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/deploymentLongitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/deploymentEndType.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/detachmentDateTime.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/detachmentDetails.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/detachmentLatitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/detachmentLongitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/trackStartTime.md
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“2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

trackStartLatitude 

Latitude at which track of organism begins (may or may not be 
different from deployment latitude). 

ISO 
6709:2008 

Decimal degrees north, -
90.0000 to 90.0000 

trackStartLongitude 

Longitude at which track of organism begins (may or may not 
be different from deployment longitude). 

ISO 
6709:2008 

Decimal degrees east, -
180.0000 to 180.0000 

trackEndTime Timestamp at which track of organism ends. ISO-8601 

Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT 
HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, e.g. 
“2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

trackEndLatitude Latitude at which organism track ends. ISO 
6709:2008 

Decimal degrees north, -
90.0000 to 90.0000 

trackEndLongitude Longitude at which organism track ends. ISO 
6709:2008 

Decimal degrees east, -
180.0000 to 180.0000 

sunElevationAngle 

Angle of the sun to determine twilight derived at the beginning 
of deployment. 

 Numerical in degrees 

argosFilderMethod Filter method implemented by CLS/Argos to generate location. CLS 
Argos 

Categorial: Least squares 
or Kalman 

Organism metadata 

organismID 

Unique identifier for an individual, link data from different 
deployments or instruments on the same animal. 

 Alpha-numerical 

scientificName Binomial species name of organism carrying instrument.  String of the format 
“Genus species”, genus 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/trackStartLatitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/trackStartLongitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/trackEndTime.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/trackEndLatitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/trackEndLongitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sunElevationAngle.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismID.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/scientificName.md
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capitalized, separated by 
one space, e.g. “Mirounga 
angustirostris” 

scientificNameSource 

URN denoting the authority from which the species 
identification is defined 

ITIS / 
WoRMS / 
other 

free-text, e.g. for 'blue 
shark': 
urn:lsid:marinespecies.org:
taxname:105801, TSN 
160424 , (Linnaeus, 1758) 

commonName One or more common name(s) of organism carrying instrument.  String in sentence case, 
separated by space 

organismSex Sex of organism carrying instrument.  Categorical: M, F, U 

organismWeightAtDeployment 

Weight of organism carrying instrument measured at tag 
deployment. 

 numerical in kg 

organismWeightRemeasurement 

Weight of organism carrying instrument at another time 
(specified in "Organism weight re-measurement time") than 
deployment. 

 numerical in kg 

organismWeightRemeasurement
Time 

Timestamp when the additional measurement of organism 
weight was taken. ISO-8601 

Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT 
HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, e.g. 
“2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

organismSize 

Size of organism carrying instrument (can be repeated for up to 
three measurements). 

 numerical in m or 
unknown 

organismSizeMeasurementType Type of method used for size measurement reported.  String, e.g. "total length" 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/scientificNameSource.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/commonName.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismSex.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismWeightAtDeployment.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismWeightRemeasurement.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismWeightRemeasurementTime.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismWeightRemeasurementTime.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismSize.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismSizeMeasurementType.md
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organismSizeMeasurementDescri
ption 

Description of method used for size measurement reported.  String, e.g. "from shark 
snout to top tip of tail" 

organismSizeMeasurementTime Timestamp when the organism size measurement was taken. ISO-8601 

Datetime in UTC, yyyy-
MM-ddT 
HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, e.g. 
“2020-03-29T 
17:56:10.000Z” 

organismAgeReproductiveClass 

Age class of organism carrying instrument at the time the 
instrument was attached. 

 Categorical: adu, sub, juv, 
new, unk 

trappingMethodDetails 

Method used to trap the organism for instrumentation, or to 
deploy the instrument without trapping. 

 

String, eg. "trapped with 
hand-net on nest in 
breeding colony", "tag 
attached with pole onto 
organism feeding on bait, 
from vessel" 

attachmentMethod Method with which instrument was attached.  String, e.g. “anchor”, 
"glue", "suction cup" 

Environmental data calibration 

calibrationsDone Provide link to calibration file.  DOI or URL 

qcDone Whether quality control was performed.  Y/N 

qcProblemsFound Whether data quality problem(s) were detected.  Y/N 

qcNotes 

Description of QC done, e.g. “temperatures outside of xx range 
removed”, number of cases flagged. 

 text field 

Physiological data calibration 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismSizeMeasurementDescription.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismSizeMeasurementDescription.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismSizeMeasurementTime.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismAgeReproductiveClass.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/trappingMethodDetails.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/attachmentMethod.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/calibrationsDone.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/qcDone.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/qcProblemsFound.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/qcNotes.md
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calibrationsDone Provide link to calibration file.  DOI or URL 

qcDone Whether quality control was performed.  Y/N 

qcProblemsFound Whether data quality problem(s) were detected.  Y/N 

qcNotes 

Description of QC done, e.g. codes used, # of cases flagged, 
description of problem. 

 text field 

Accelerometry data calibration 

positionOfAccelerometerOnOrga
nism 

Where the accelerometer was placed on the organism.  string, e.g. “head” 

orientationOfAccelerometerOnO
rganism 

The orientation of the accelerometer on the organism, if 
applicable. 

 string, e.g. “facing towards 
front of head” 

calibrationsDone Provide link to calibration file.  DOI or URL 

qcDone Whether quality control was performed.  Y/N 

qcProblemsFound Whether data quality problem(s) were detected.  Y/N 

qcNotes 

Description of QC done, e.g. codes used, # of cases flagged, 
description of problem. 

 text field 

Other data 

ownerName Name of person to contact regarding the deployment.  String containing full name 

ownerEmailContact Email contact for person indicated under "Owner name".  String containing e-mail 

ownerInstitutionalContact Institutional address for person indicated under "Owner name".  String containing 
institutional address 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/calibrationsDone.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/qcDone.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/qcProblemsFound.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/qcNotes.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/positionOfAccelerometerOnOrganism.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/positionOfAccelerometerOnOrganism.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/orientationOfAccelerometerOnOrganism.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/orientationOfAccelerometerOnOrganism.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/calibrationsDone.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/qcDone.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/qcProblemsFound.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/qcNotes.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/ownerName.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/ownerEmailContact.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/ownerInstitutionalContact.md
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 542 

ownerPhoneContact Phone contact for person indicated under "Owner name".  String containing contact 
phone 

license 

Terms of use for the data in the study, provided by the study 
owner. If no license terms are specified by researcher, the 
General repository Terms of Use apply. 

 Categorical 

otherRelevantIdentifiers 

Other identifiers relevant to deployment (e.g. WMO number for 
data contribution to GTS). 

 string 

otherDataTypesAssociatedWithD
eployment 

Any additional data collected with instrument deployment that 
is not entered in other fields in deployment template, e.g. from 
ancillary sensors, photo-ID, biopsy sample for genetics. 

 string, e.g. "light level", 
"fin clip biopsy sample" 

references 

Published or web-based references that describe the data or 
methods. 

 DOI or URL 

citation Statement citing parties responsible for data collection and 
sharing.  

String, e.g. “These data 
were collected and made 
freely available by 
Reseasercher X." 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/ownerPhoneContact.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/license.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/otherRelevantIdentifiers.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/otherDataTypesAssociatedWithDeployment.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/otherDataTypesAssociatedWithDeployment.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/references.md
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Table S3. Input data template 543 

Template providing the relevant fields needed to use a bio-logging dataset. The fields are to be provided by the researcher or manufacturer upon 544 

deposition of data to a compliant repository. For ease of use, the fields in this template can be seen as column headers in a common .csv file. 545 

Sensor type and measurement can be repeated as many times as needed to include all sensors in the bio-logging device used. DeploymentID 546 

should be the unique identifier for each dataset and therefore be used to make the link with the Device and Deployment metadata templates. 547 

CLS: Collecte Localisation Satellites. Refer to github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization for details on each attribute 548 

name. 549 

Attribute Description Standard Format 

instrumentID 

Unique instrument ID. Can be 
the instrument serial number, or 
other similar identification 
system used by the 
manufacturer. 

 alpha-numerical, e.g. “09A0178” 

deploymentID 

Unique identifier for single 
deployment of device. 

  

organismID 

Unique identifier for an 
individual, links data from 
different deployments or 
instruments on the same animal. 

  

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/instrumentID.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/deploymentID.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/organismID.md
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organismIDSource 

URN denoting the globally 
unique identifier as assigned by 
the repository publishing the 
dataset. 

 urn:catalog:[repository]:[institution]:[projectcode]:[OrganismID], 
e.g. urn:catalog:otn:Dalhousie:NSBS:Brandy 

Bio-logging data 

time Timestamp of data point. ISO-8601 Datetime in UTC, yyyy-MM-ddT HH:mm:ss.SSSZ, e.g. “2020-
03-29T 17:56:10.000Z” 

latitude Latitude of data point. ISO 
6709:2008 Decimal degrees north, -90.0000 to 90.0000 

longitude Longitude of data point. ISO 
6709:2008 Decimal degrees east, -180.0000 to 180.0000 

argosLC 

Argos location class of data 
point's position. 

CLS 
Argos  Categorical (G,3,2,1,0,A,B,Z) 

argosErrorRadius 

Error radius for location 
provided by CLS/Argos. 

CLS 
Argos  meters 

argosSemiMajor 

Length of semi-major axis of 
error ellipse provided by 
CLS/Argos. Defaults to NA if 
Least-Squares Data. 

CLS 
Argos  meters 

argosSemiMinor 

Length of semi-minor axis of 
error ellipse provided by 
CLS/Argos. Defaults to NA if 
Least-Squares Data. 

CLS 
Argos  meters 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/time.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/latitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/longitude.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/argosLC.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/argosErrorRadius.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/argosSemiMajor.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/argosSemiMinor.md
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argosOrientation 

Orientation of error ellipse 
provided by CLS/Argos. 

CLS 
Argos  degrees from North (heading east) 

argosGDOP 

Geometric Dilution of Precision 
provided by CLS/Argos. 

CLS 
Argos  m/Hz 

gpsSatelliteCount 

The number of satellites used to 
estimate location (rapid 
acquisition GPS). 

 numerical e.g. “4” 

residualsGPS (rapid 
acquisition GPS) 

Measure of how well the 
solution provided for the 
location estimate matched the 
observed data. 

 Numerical e.g. "45.5" 

temperatureGLS 

In situ temperature measured by 
instrument (can be used to 
correct geolocation positions). 
Associated with depth in "Depth 
GLS". 

 numerical in °C 

depthGLS 

Depth of the in situ temperature 
measurements taken and 
recorded in "Temperature GLS" 
field. 

 numerical in m 

sensorIType 

Type of sensor contained in tag 
(e.g. pressure sensor, thermistor, 
induction cell) from Device 
metadata table. Can be repeated 
for any number of sensors (N), 
with Roman numeral 

 Categorical. Must reference one-to-one to a sensor type listed in 
Device metadata table. 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/argosOrientation.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/argosGDOP.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/gpsSatelliteCount.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/residualsGPS.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/residualsGPS.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/temperatureGLS.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/depthGLS.md
https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorIType.md
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representing sensor number (e.g. 
SensorI, SensorII...SensorN). 

sensorIMeasurement 

Measurement taken by SensorI 
at this time and location. Can be 
repeated for any number of 
sensors (N), as specified in 
Device template (e.g. SensorI, 
SensorII,...SensorN). Units of 
measurement and other relevant 
metadata documented in Device 
metadata table. 

 Unit as specified in Device metadata table for this sensor 

 550 

https://github.com/ocean-tracking-network/biologging_standardization/blob/master/templates/fields/sensorIMeasurement.md
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